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➢ Massive Credit Suisse leak reportedly reveals possible criminal ties among 18,000 accounts.
Credit Suisse was scrambling Sunday to contain the fallout from its latest scandal after several newspapers reported that more than 18,000
leaked accounts showed that criminals, alleged human rights abusers and sanctioned individuals including dictators had been clients of the
Swiss bank.
The leaked information, which covered accounts holding more than $100 billion, came from a whistle-blower who shared his findings with
German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung, according to a press release. The newspaper then involved an anti-corruption group and 46
other media outlets around the world, including The New York Times, Guardian, Le Monde and others.
Clients of the second-biggest Swiss bank included an international cast of unsavory characters, according to the media reports. Account
holders included a Yemeni spy chief implicated in torture, Venezuelan officials involved in a corruption scandal, and the sons of former
Egyptian dictator Hosni Mubarak.
The accounts had been opened from the 1940s into the 2010s, according to the Sunday release from the Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project.
“I’ve too often seen criminals and corrupt politicians who can afford to keep on doing business as usual, no matter what the circumstances,
because they have the certainty that their ill-gotten gains will be kept safe,” Paul Radu, co-founder of the OCCRP, said in the statement.
“Our investigation exposes how these people can bypass regulation despite their crimes, to the detriment of democracies and people all
over the world.”
While Swiss banks, world-renowned for the country’s strict secrecy laws protecting clients, aren’t supposed to accept money linked to
criminal activity, the law is mostly unenforced, according to The New York Times, which cited a former head of Switzerland’s anti-money
laundering agency.

Credit Suisse said in a nearly 400-word statement on Sunday that it “strongly rejects” the accusations made about its business practices.

“The matters presented are predominantly historical, in some cases dating back as far as the 1940s, and the accounts of these matters are
based on partial, inaccurate, or selective information taken out of context, resulting in tendentious interpretations of the bank’s business
conduct,” the bank said.
About 90% of the accounts in the leak had been closed or were in the process of being closed before media inquiries began, the bank said.
It is “comfortable” that the remaining accounts were vetted properly. Credit Suisse added that it couldn’t comment on individual clients
and that it’s already acted “at the relevant times” to address improper clients.
For much of the past decade, the Zurich-based financial giant has moved from one crisis to another as it came to terms with its role in
helping clients launder ill-gotten funds, shelter assets from taxation and aid in corruption.
In 2014, the bank plead guilty to helping Americans file false tax returns and agreed to pay $2.6 billion in fines and restitution. Last year, it
agreed to pay $475 million for its role in a bribery scheme in Mozambique.
The firm had to replace both its CEO and chairman within the past two years and was ensnared in the collapse of the supply chain finance
firm Greensill as well as the U.S. hedge fund Archegos.
“The pretext of protecting financial privacy is merely a fig leaf covering the shameful role of Swiss banks as collaborators of tax evaders,”
said the Credit Suisse whistleblower, according to the OCCRP statement. “This situation enables corruption and starves developing
countries of much-needed tax revenue.”

➢ Putin orders forces into rebel eastern Ukrainian regions after recognizing their independence.
Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered troops into two breakaway regions of eastern Ukraine after announcing Monday evening that he
would recognize their independence, a development that could undermine Western hopes of a diplomatic resolution to the ongoing crisis.
The decree formalizing the move called for peacekeeping forces to enter Donetsk and Luhansk, though it was unclear what the mission
entails.
During his hour-long televised remarks, Putin aired historical grievances against NATO and the U.S. and accused Western governments of
hostile activities that threaten Russian security. Putin also made the case for involvement in the region to the Russian people.
“I deem it necessary to make a decision that should have been made a long time ago and to immediately recognize the independence and
sovereignty of Donetsk People’s Republic and Luhansk People’s Republic,” Putin said.
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Ahead of Putin’s address, the Kremlin said that the Russian president discussed his decision with French President Emmanuel Macron and
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz. Both leaders expressed their disappointment with Putin’s decision but indicated their readiness to continue
diplomatic talks, the Kremlin added.
The announcement to recognize the so-called Donetsk People’s Republic and Luhansk People’s Republic, breakaway areas in the Donbas,
comes hours after Putin convened a broadcasted national security meeting.
During the session, top Russian officials publicly discussed recognizing the independence of the two enclaves where Ukrainian forces and
Russia-backed rebels have been engaged in a long-running armed standoff. The conflict in the separatist regions began in 2014, shortly after
Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea, a peninsula on the Black Sea.
U.S. and European allies have warned that Putin’s recognition of the separatist regions in Ukraine could serve as a possible prelude to a
Russian invasion.

European leaders condemned Putin’s announcement calling it a “blatant violation of international law.”

“The [European] Union will react with sanctions against those involved in this illegal act. The Union reiterates its unwavering support to
Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity within its internationally recognized borders,” wrote European Commission
President Ursula von der Leyen and European Council President Charles Michel in a joint statement.
Last week, Secretary of State Antony Blinken warned that recognition of Donetsk and Luhansk would trigger a “swift and firm response from
the United States in full coordination with our Allies and partners.”
Earlier on Monday, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba said he requested an urgent meeting of the U.N. Security Council. It was not
immediately clear when or whether Ukraine’s request would be taken up by the 15-member Security Council, to which Russia is a member.
A White House official told NBC News said that Biden spoke to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy on Monday afternoon for nearly 40
minutes.
Over the weekend, President Joe Biden accepted a meeting with Putin “in principle,” on the condition that Russia does not invade Ukraine.

Jen Psaki, the White House press secretary, said Sunday evening that the summit would happen following a meeting between Secretary of
State Antony Blinken and his Russian counterpart, Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov. That meeting is scheduled for later this week.
Earlier on Monday, Biden convened the National Security Council to discuss the rapidly deteriorating security situation on Ukraine’s borders,
the second meeting in two days.
White House officials confirmed to NBC News that the U.S. has discussed plans with the Ukrainian government to relocate Zelenskyy from
Kyiv should Russian forces proceed with an advance.
Zelenskyy would move to Lviv in western Ukraine, a city that is approximately 50 miles from the Polish border, the people familiar with the
plans said.
Monday’s meeting in the Situation Room of the White House follows recent days of stark warnings from U.S. and European allies. On Friday,
Biden said Putin would carry out an attack on Ukraine “in the coming days.”
The Biden administration has previously declined to predict Putin’s playbook even as Russia has deployed nearly half of its military to
Ukraine’s borders.
The Kremlin has repeatedly denied that the more than 190,000 Russian troops outfitted with advanced military equipment along Ukraine’s
borders are preparing for an invasion.
Biden’s top diplomat said Sunday that there is still time for Putin to choose diplomacy.
“Until the tanks are rolling, and the planes are in the air we are going to try everything we possibly can to get President Putin to reverse the
decision we believe he’s made,” Blinken said on NBC’s “Meet the Press.”
“Until the last minute, there is still an option for him to pull back,” he added.
Earlier on Monday, U.S. Ambassador Michael Carpenter to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, or OSCE, warned that
the world could no longer ignore “a full-scale Russian war against Ukraine.”
“Let us also pause to think about what war actually means. It means carnage. It means humanitarian disaster. It means the deaths of
civilians: innocent men, women and children ... War also means occupation, imprisonment, torture,” Carpenter said.
“And let us be clear: this would be an offensive war, a war of choice, planned for months in advance. All that separates us from this war right
now is one fabricated pretext,” he added.
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Last week, in a dramatic appearance at the United Nations, Blinken shared a grim assessment of what Russian forces could do to Ukraine if
the Kremlin suddenly launched an attack.
“Russian missiles and bombs will drop across Ukraine. Communications will be jammed, cyberattacks will shut down key Ukrainian
institutions. After that, Russian tanks and soldiers will advance on key targets that have already been identified and mapped out in detailed
plans,” Blinken told members of the U.N. Security Council.
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and U.S. Army Gen. Mark Milley painted an equally grim picture of what could lie ahead for Ukraine,
telling Pentagon reporters that Russia’s troop buildup was unlike anything he has seen during his four-decade military career.
He said the Russians have deployed air forces, naval forces, special forces, cyber electronic warfare, command and control, logistics
engineers and other capabilities along Ukraine’s border.
“Given the type of forces that are arrayed, the ground maneuver forces, the artillery, the ballistic missiles, the air forces, all of it packaged
together. If that was unleashed on Ukraine, it would be significant, very significant, and it would result in a significant amount of casualties,”
Milley said on Jan. 28.

“It would be horrific,” he added.

➢ Credit Suisse faces fresh scrutiny over culture after client data leaks.
Credit Suisse is facing fresh scrutiny from Swiss regulators and the European Parliament after leaked data purported to show the bank had
served human rights abusers, corrupt politicians and businessmen under sanctions for decades.
The Swiss bank has denied any wrongdoing and said it “strongly rejects” the allegations published by dozens of global media outlets
following a coordinated investigation. The leak of client data was initially sent to a German newspaper before being picked up by the
Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project and 46 other news organizations.
Credit Suisse said the ensuing report, entitled “Suisse Secrets,” detailed “predominantly historical” matters and was based on “partial,
inaccurate, or selective information taken out of context, resulting in tendentious interpretations of the bank’s business conduct.”
“Approximately 90% of the reviewed accounts are today closed or were in the process of closure prior to receipt of the press inquiries, of
which over 60% were closed before 2015.
Swiss regulator FINMA said it was aware of the articles, though couldn’t comment on individual media reports.
“We can confirm that we are in contact with the bank in this context. Compliance with money laundering regulations has been a focus of our
supervisory activities for years now. We refer to FINMA’s measures and procedures in the context of combating money laundering in recent
years,” FINMA added.
Meanwhile, the European People’s Party (EPP) — the conservative grouping commanding the largest number of seats in the European
Parliament — on Monday urged the European Commission to “re-evaluate Switzerland as a high-risk money-laundering country,” suggesting
it could be included on the EU’s blacklist for countries notorious for laundering dirty money.
“The ‘Swiss Secrets’ findings point to massive shortcomings of Swiss banks when it comes to the prevention of money laundering,” said
Markus Ferber, the EPPs coordinator on economic affairs.
“When Swiss banks fail to apply international anti-money laundering standards properly, Switzerland itself becomes a high-risk jurisdiction.”
In its recent earnings report and in the aftermath of the resignation of its former chairman Antonio Horta-Osorio – who was found to have
broken Covid-19 quarantine rules on multiple occasions – Switzerland’s second-largest bank had emphasized focus on overhauling its
corporate culture.
The bank was burned badly by litigation costs in the fourth quarter of 2021 as the fallout continued over its involvement with collapsed U.S.
hedge fund Archegos Capital and insolvent supply chain finance company Greensill.
This resulted in Credit Suisse setting aside “major litigation provisions of 1.1 billion Swiss francs ($1.2 billion) and posting a full-year net loss
of 1.57 billion Swiss francs for 2021.
Credit Suisse also recently became the first Swiss bank to answer criminal charges and faces a court case involving millions of euros in alleged
money laundering for drug gangs between 2004 and 2008.
A banker accused of money laundering told the court last week that Credit Suisse learned of murders and cocaine trafficking allegedly linked
to a Bulgarian mafia organization but proceeded to manage the cash in question. Both the banker and Credit Suisse deny any wrongdoing.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/22/credit-suisse-faces-fresh-scrutiny-over-culture-after-client-data-leaks.html
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In October 2021, FINMA concluded an investigation into several legacy anti-money laundering issues dating back decades before 2014, and
some between 2016 and 2019. The regulator-imposed measures on the group and continues to track their implementation.
Scandals have plagued Credit Suisse for years. Former CEO Tidjane Thiam resigned in early 2020 after a bizarre spying saga that also resulted
in the death of a contractor and the ousting of its COO Pierre-Olivier Bouee.
Horta-Osorio was brought in to right the ship with regards to corporate culture, only to be forced to step down himself. CEO Thomas
Gottstein told CNBC following the bank’s latest earnings report that righting risk management and controls was a top priority following a
“challenging year.”

Credit Suisse stock is already down more than 9.5% year-to-date and trades at a discount compared to its peers, at around 0.47% of the
sector average in Europe.
DBRS Morningstar, which covers Credit Suisse stock, told CNBC on Monday that the recent news “highlights additional risk management
shortcomings at Credit Suisse, including anti money laundering procedures and lack of internal controls and management accountability.”
“We consider the news adds to the significant failures observed in 2021 and point to extremely weak risk management and controls at the
Group level and across the different businesses, to now include Wealth Management, after the Archegos issue in the Investment bank and
the Supply Fund Chains issue in Asset Management,” Maria Rivas, senior vice president of financial institutions at DBRS Morningstar, told
CNBC.
“This is another hit for CSG and the new Chairman and management team, who are trying to make a clean start and announced a 2022
transition year to restore confidence and improve risk management.”
Rivas suggested that despite new leadership’s focus on overhauling the bank’s risk culture and controls, these changes could “take years to
materialize” given the complexity and scale of the group’s global structure.
“Also, there could be further implications for CSG if this is considered a breach of Swiss banking secrecy under the Swiss Banking Act article
47, as it is a federal crime to disclose the information or activity of clients banking domestically to foreign entities,” she added.

➢ Tesla CEO Elon Musk accuses SEC of leaking information from federal probe.
Tesla CEO Elon Musk, via his attorney, accused the Securities and Exchange Commission of leaking information about a federal investigation
in order to retaliate against him for public criticism of the federal financial regulators.
In a letter on Monday to U.S. District Judge Alison Nathan, Musk attorney Alex Spiro wrote: “It has become clearer and clearer that the
Commission is out to retaliate against my clients for exercising their First Amendment rights—most recently by criticizing the Commission on
the public docket and by petitioning this Court for relief.”
The letter comes four days after Musk initially alleged that the SEC was engaged in harassment by continually investigating him, that the
agency was trying to chill his right to free speech and had neglected their duties to remit $40 million to shareholders that Tesla and Musk
previously paid in fines to settle securities fraud charges.
Spiro did not specify which investigation or what type of information may have been leaked by the SEC, and to whom. In the letter, he
alleged that at least one member of the SEC had leaked “certain information regarding its investigation” without providing any supporting
evidence.

Spiro could not be immediately reached for comment. The SEC did not immediately respond for comment.

The conflict between Musk and the SEC began in September 2018 when the SEC charged Musk with making “false and misleading”
statements to investors after he wrote on Twitter that August that he had secured enough funding for a massive private buyout of Tesla at
$420 a share. The stock seesawed all month and the deal Musk alluded to never materialized.
Musk and Tesla had to pay $20 million in fines each, and Musk was forced to step down as chairman for at least three years as part of a
revised settlement agreement the agency reached with the automaker and CEO in 2019. Tesla also had to put in place a system for
monitoring Musk’s statements to the public about the company — whether on Twitter, in a blog post or any other medium.
The SEC’s Steven Buchholz replied to the earlier allegations on Friday, saying the agency was actually making progress on the task of
disbursing the $40 million to shareholders. He characterized the task as complex and noted that Tesla and Musk had never expressed any
concern about remittance before. SEC staff expects to submit a “proposed plan of distribution” to the court for approval by the end of
March 2022, he wrote.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/21/tesla-ceo-elon-musk-accuses-sec-of-leaking-information.html
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Buchholz also wrote that ongoing communication with Tesla was what Nathan and the revised settlement agreement had called for, and
that if Musk objected to any subpoena his attorneys should address that in a different motion. There’s a different federal statutory scheme
for objecting to a subpoena.
Tesla disclosed in a 2021 fourth-quarter earnings report that the SEC issued a subpoena to the company in November 2021. According to
Tesla’s quarterly filing, the agency is seeking information on its “governance processes around compliance with the SEC settlement, as
amended.”
Spiro revealed in the letter on Monday some details about that subpoena. He wrote, “the Commission specifically demanded documents
concerning my clients’ ‘compliance or non-compliance with Tesla’s disclosure controls and procedures, executive communications policy,
external communications policy, other policies or procedures relating to public statements or communications by Tesla executives, or the
final judgment or amended final judgment in SEC v. Musk, 1:18-cv-8865-AJN (S.D.N.Y.).’

He also said the SEC issued a separate, but similar subpoena to Musk.

The November subpoena came shortly after Musk polled his tens of millions of Twitter followers in asking if he should sell 10% of his stake in
Tesla. They voted yes. But a major portion of the sales that followed the Twitter poll were part of a plan that Musk adopted in September
2021.

➢ Russian assets tank, leading global sell-off as Putin sends forces into eastern Ukraine.
Russian assets led a global pullback on Tuesday after Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered troops into two breakaway regions of eastern
Ukraine.
The Russian ruble slid below 80 to the dollar following Putin’s announcement, its lowest for two years. The Ukrainian hryvnia dropped
further however, shedding 0.8% against the ruble. Russia’s MOEX stock index plunged 6% by late morning in Moscow to its lowest point
since mid-2020. The RTS Index was last seen down around 6.6%.
European markets opened sharply lower on Tuesday morning but retraced some losses about an hour into trading. Shares in Asia-Pacific also
pulled back, and U.S. stock futures pointed to steep losses on Wall Street later in the day.
Meanwhile oil prices surged, with U.S. crude jumping 5.4% to $96 per barrel and international benchmark Brent crude climbing 3.4% to
almost $99 per barrel.

Digital currencies also took a beating, with bitcoin sinking as low as $36,370 in early morning trade, its lowest level in more than two weeks.

It comes after Putin announced Monday evening that he would recognize the independence of Donetsk and Luhansk and signed a decree
calling for forces to enter the two enclaves of the Donbas partially held by Moscow-backed separatists.
The United Nations Security Council held an emergency meeting in New York on Monday night as the long-simmering conflict entered a new
phase. U.S. President Joe Biden signed an executive order prohibiting new investment, trade and financing from the U.S. to the two
breakaway regions.
U.K. Health Minister Sajid Javid told Sky News on Tuesday morning that “the invasion of Ukraine has begun.”
Broader economic sanctions are expected to be announced by the White House on Tuesday and European foreign affairs ministers are
gathering in Brussels to discuss the EU’s next steps.
Neil Shearing, group chief economist at Capital Economics, said in a note Tuesday that the impact on Russia’s economy will depend in large
part on the response of Western governments.
“Its balance sheet is stronger than at the time of the 2014 Crimea crisis – external debt is lower, and financial linkages with other major
advanced economies are smaller,” Shearing said.
“The imposition of sanctions will still have an impact on the economy, but all other things being equal this is likely to be smaller than in 2014-
15 (when GDP fell by ~2.5% and the country experienced a financial crisis).”
Berenberg Chief Economist Holger Schmieding said the big uncertainty remains as to whether Putin will move Russian troops further into the
Donbas — beyond areas held by pro-Russia groups — encroaching on Kyiv-held free Ukraine.
“If he stops there, sanctions would weaken the Russian economy over time with very limited impact on the advanced world. Markets would
return to normal after a while,” Schmieding said.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/22/russian-assets-tank-leading-global-market-sell-off-after-putin-acts.html
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➢ German chancellor halts approval of gas pipeline Nord Stream 2 after Russia’s actions.
Germany said Tuesday it will halt the certification of the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline designed to bring natural gas from Russia directly to
Europe after President Putin recognized breakaway regions in east Ukraine and said Russian troops would move into the area to act as
peacekeepers.
Germany’s Chancellor Olaf Scholz said Germany would not accept the recognition of the two self-proclaimed, pro-Russian separatist
regions in the Donbas region of east Ukraine and that Germany had to reassess the situation “in particular regarding Nord Stream 2,”
Reuters reported.
The $11 billion pipeline is designed to double the amount of gas flowing from Russia to Germany and it was completed late last year.
German regulators had yet to give the green light to the pipeline to officially open, however.
In a dramatic few hours on Monday evening, Putin said Russia would recognize the independence of two self-proclaimed and pro-Russian
republics in eastern Ukraine, and then said he would send Russian troops to the region on a “peacekeeping” mission.
Many fear that the sending of troops into the so-called Donetsk People’s Republic and Luhansk People’s Republic — areas in the Donbas
region of eastern Ukraine that have been backed by Russia — is a precursor to a full-scale invasion of Ukraine.

➢ Biden says U.S. will sanction Russian banks, sovereign debt and individuals after Ukraine ‘invasion’.
President Joe Biden said Tuesday that Russia has begun “an invasion” of Ukraine, and he announced sweeping sanctions on the major
Russian bank VEB and its military bank, as well as on the country’s sovereign debt and on three individuals.
The bank sanctions will prohibit American financial institutions from processing transactions for VEB and for Russia’s military bank, PSB.
This would effectively cut the banks out of transactions involving U.S. dollars, the global reserve currency.
Biden’s announcement came after Russia’s parliament approved President Vladimir Putin’s request on Tuesday to use military force
outside the country’s borders, a development that appears designed to authorize a broader attack on Ukraine.
Biden also announced that the United States would implement comprehensive sanctions on Russia’s sovereign debt.
“That means we’ve cut off Russia’s government from Western financing,” Biden said in remarks at the White House. “It can no longer raise
money from the West and cannot trade its new debt on our markets, or European markets either.”
In addition to the sanctions on VEB and Russian debt, the Biden administration sanctioned three individuals, two of whom are the sons of
high-ranking Russian government officials.
In announcing the individual sanctions, Biden said the adult children of members of Putin’s inner circle “share the corrupt gains of the
Kremlin’s policies, and so they ought to share in the pain as well.”
The sanctions on Russia’s sovereign debt build upon existing restrictions that Biden signed in 2021, and prohibit American banks from
trading shares in or lending to several major Russian sovereign debt funds.
The Treasury Department unveiled a complete list of the entities and individuals sanctioned Tuesday, as well as their subsidiaries and their
precise designations.
As Biden announced the tranche of sanctions, he took a major rhetorical step.
Until Tuesday, the U.S. president had not used the word “invasion” himself to describe the Russian military deployment in the two
breakaway regions of eastern Ukraine. But he said Putin’s actions in recent days had made his intentions clear.
“This is the beginning of a Russian invasion of Ukraine, as [Putin] indicated and asked permission to be able to do from his Duma,” said
Biden. “So I’m going to begin to impose sanctions in response.”
Biden said NATO reinforcements would continue to operate only in a defensive capacity, but that this should not be taken to mean that
the alliance would not respond in kind to Putin’s military maneuvers.
“Today, in response to Russia’s admission that it will not withdraw its forces from Belarus, I have authorized additional movements of U.S.
forces and equipment already stationed in Europe to strengthen our Baltic Allies, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania,” said Biden.
“As Russia contemplates its next move, we have our next move prepared as well,” he said.
Biden said there was little reason to believe that Russia still had any interest in diplomacy. He pointed to Moscow’s recent movements of
troops and supplies into place along Ukraine’s border.
“Russia has moved supplies of blood and medical equipment into position on their border,” said Biden. “You don’t need blood unless you
plan on starting a war.”
The prospect of a war involving Russia, the largest supplier of gas and oil to Europe, has rattled markets and fueled fears of higher oil
prices.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/22/germany-halts-certification-of-nord-stream-2-amid-russia-ukraine-crisis.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/22/biden-says-us-will-sanction-russian-financial-firms-sovereign-debt-and-individuals-after-ukraine-incursion.html
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The S&P 500 closed in correction territory on Tuesday, and the Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 482.57 points, or nearly 1.5%.
Biden said he would do everything in his power to insulate American consumers from the cost of Russia’s actions, but he acknowledged
that gas prices would likely rise.
“Defending freedom will have costs for us as well, here at home. We need to be honest about that,” he said. But he said the United States
was working with other major oil-producing countries on a plan to stabilize prices.
“I want to limit the pain the American people are feeling at the gas pump. This is critical to me,” he said.
The possible increase in gas prices comes as Americans endure the highest inflation in decades.
But Biden emphasized that that United States would stand with Ukraine no matter what, and that he was prepared to impose more
sanctions if Russia moved forward.
“if Russia goes further with this invasion, we stand prepared to go further as with sanctions,′ he said.

➢ Russian ruble plummets to record low against the dollar as Putin attacks Ukraine.
Russia’s ruble plunged Thursday as the country’s military invaded Ukraine.
The dollar was up more than 10% against the Russian currency, sending the ruble to its lowest level ever against the dollar.
The ruble was trading at 89.8903 to the dollar at 8:40 a.m. in Moscow, with the greenback up 10.45% against it from the previous day.
Moscow has suspended trading on all its markets.
Putin declared what he called a “special military operation” early Thursday morning, just two days after sending troops into Ukraine’s
eastern breakaway regions in Donetsk and Luhansk. The latest news follows months of Russian military buildup near Ukraine’s borders
with troop numbers counting as many as 150,000.
The situation in Ukraine is rapidly deteriorating, and specific reports from the country are difficult to confirm.
Ukraine Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba reported just after 7 a.m. local time that Russia has begun intense shelling of Ukraine’s units in
the country’s east.
Ukraine’s air force said it was repelling an air attack, and authorities reported that attacks on Ukraine’s border units are being carried out
with the use of artillery and other heavy equipment.
Another attack is now taking place from the Russian-annexed peninsula of Crimea, Ukraine’s military said, as sirens sounded in the capital
Kyiv. Ukraine’s government has warned its citizens to hide in shelters to avoid possible missile attacks on Kyiv.
NATO is set to hold an emergency meeting in response to the invasion. U.S. President Joe Biden condemned Putin’s actions, vowing to
impose “severe sanctions on Russia.”
“Putin has chosen a path of destruction,” U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson said.
The attack sent asset markets gyrating around the world.
U.S. and European stock futures are all trading in the red, and oil prices are sharply higher. International benchmark Brent crude surpassed
$100 for the first time since 2014.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/24/putin-ukraine-invasion-russias-ruble-hits-record-low-against-dollar.html
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

28.02.2022 00:50 Japan Industrial O/P Prelim MM SA Jan -1.0%

28.02.2022 00:50 Japan Retail Sales YY Jan 1.4%

28.02.2022 06:00 Japan Housing Starts YY Jan 4.2%

28.02.2022 08:00 United Kingdom Nationwide house price mm Feb 0.8%

28.02.2022 08:00 United Kingdom Nationwide house price yy Feb 11.2%

28.02.2022 08:00 Sweden Retail Sales MM Jan -4.4%

28.02.2022 08:00 Sweden Retail Sales YY Jan 3.3%

28.02.2022 08:30 Switzerland Retail Sales YY Jan -0.4%

28.02.2022 09:00 Switzerland GDP QQ Q4 1.7%

28.02.2022 09:00 Switzerland GDP YY Q4 4.1%

28.02.2022 09:00 Switzerland KOF Indicator Feb 107.8

28.02.2022 09:00 Switzerland Official Reserves Assets CHF Jan 1 014 134.16M

28.02.2022 10:30 United Kingdom BOE Consumer Credit Jan 0.831B

28.02.2022 10:30 United Kingdom Mortgage Lending Jan 3.571B

28.02.2022 14:30 Canada Producer Prices MM Jan 0.7%

28.02.2022 15:45 United States Chicago PMI Feb 65.2

01.03.2022 01:30 Japan JibunBK Mfg PMI Final SA Feb

01.03.2022 08:00 Germany Retail Sales MM Real Jan -5.5%

01.03.2022 08:00 Germany Retail Sales YY Real Jan 0.0%

01.03.2022 08:30 Sweden PMI Manufacturing Sect Feb 62.4

01.03.2022 09:00 Netherlands PMI - Manufacturing Feb 60.1

01.03.2022 09:30 Switzerland Manufacturing PMI Feb 63.8

01.03.2022 09:45 Italy Markit/IHS Mfg PMI Feb 58.3

01.03.2022 09:50 France Markit Mfg PMI Feb

01.03.2022 09:55 Germany Markit/BME Mfg PMI Feb

01.03.2022 10:30 United Kingdom Markit/CIPS Mfg PMI Final Feb

01.03.2022 11:00 Italy Consumer Price Prelim MM Feb

01.03.2022 11:00 Italy Consumer Price Prelim YY Feb

01.03.2022 11:00 Italy CPI (EU Norm) Prelim MM Feb

01.03.2022 11:00 Italy CPI (EU Norm) Prelim YY Feb

01.03.2022 14:00 Germany CPI Prelim MM Feb 0.4%

01.03.2022 14:00 Germany CPI Prelim YY Feb 4.9%

01.03.2022 14:00 Germany HICP Prelim MM Feb 0.9%

01.03.2022 14:00 Germany HICP Prelim YY Feb 5.1%

01.03.2022 14:30 Canada GDP QQ Annualized Q4 5.4%

01.03.2022 14:30 Canada GDP MM Dec 0.6%

01.03.2022 15:30 Canada Markit Mfg PMI SA Feb 56.2

01.03.2022 15:45 United States Markit Mfg PMI Final Feb

01.03.2022 16:00 United States Construction Spending MM Jan 0.2%

01.03.2022 16:00 United States ISM Manufacturing PMI Feb 57.6

01.03.2022 16:00 United States ISM Mfg Prices Paid Feb 76.1
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

02.03.2022 00:50 Japan Business Capex (MOF) YY Q4 1.2%

02.03.2022 08:00 Germany Industrial Orders MM Jan 2.8%

02.03.2022 09:55 Germany Unemployment Chg SA Feb -48k

02.03.2022 09:55 Germany Unemployment Rate SA Feb 5.1%

02.03.2022 14:15 United States ADP National Employment Feb -301k

02.03.2022 16:00 Canada BoC Rate Decision 2 Mar 0.25%

Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

03.03.2022 01:30 Japan JibunBK SVC PMI Final SA Feb

03.03.2022 08:30 Switzerland CPI MM Feb 0.2%

03.03.2022 08:30 Switzerland CPI YY Feb 1.6%

03.03.2022 09:45 Italy Markit/IHS Svcs PMI Feb 48.5

03.03.2022 09:50 France Markit Serv PMI Feb

03.03.2022 09:50 France Markit Comp PMI Feb

03.03.2022 09:55 Germany Markit Services PMI Feb

03.03.2022 09:55 Germany Markit Comp Final PMI Feb

03.03.2022 10:30 United Kingdom Markit/CIPS Serv PMI Final Feb

03.03.2022 10:30 United Kingdom Reserve Assets Total Feb 196 480.43M

03.03.2022 14:30 United States Initial Jobless Clm 21 Feb, w/e

03.03.2022 14:30 United States Cont Jobless Clm 14 Feb, w/e

03.03.2022 14:30 United States Labor Costs Revised Q4 0.3%

03.03.2022 14:30 United States Productivity Revised Q4 6.6%

03.03.2022 15:45 United States Markit Comp Final PMI Feb

03.03.2022 15:45 United States Markit Svcs PMI Final Feb

03.03.2022 16:00 United States Factory Orders MM Jan -0.4%

03.03.2022 16:00 United States ISM N-Mfg PMI Feb 59.9
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

04.03.2022 00:30 Japan Jobs/Applicants Ratio Jan 1.16

04.03.2022 00:30 Japan Unemployment Rate Jan 2.7%

04.03.2022 08:45 France Industrial Output MM Jan -0.2%

04.03.2022 10:00 Italy GDP Final QQ Q4 0.6%

04.03.2022 10:00 Italy GDP Final YY Q4 6.4%

04.03.2022 10:30 United Kingdom Markit/CIPS Cons PMI Feb 56.3

04.03.2022 14:30 Canada Building Permits MM. Jan -1.9%

04.03.2022 14:30 United States Non-Farm Payrolls Feb 467k

04.03.2022 14:30 United States Private Payrolls Feb 444k

04.03.2022 14:30 United States Unemployment Rate Feb 4.0%

04.03.2022 14:30 United States Average Earnings MM Feb 0.7%

04.03.2022 14:30 United States Average Earnings YY Feb 5.7%

04.03.2022 14:30 United States Average Workweek Hrs Feb 34.5

04.03.2022 16:00 Canada Ivey PMI Feb 57.4

04.03.2022 16:00 Canada Ivey PMI SA Feb 50.7
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Indices and Commodities
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Sources: Bloomberg/Refinitiv

EURUSD 1.1192       Weekly Change GBPUSD 1.3398       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

1.1107 1.1390 1.3274 1.3638

EURCHF 1.0350       Weekly Change AUDUSD 0.7191       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

1.028 1.0466 0.7096 0.7284

USDCHF 0.9245       Weekly Change USDCAD 1.2796       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

0.9151 0.9289 1.2683 1.2877

USDTRY 14.0627     Weekly Change EURGBP 0.8350       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

13.5831 14.632 0.8307 0.8382
3.16%

-1.43%

0.38%

-1.08%

-0.76%

0.46% 0.37%

0.23%

Eurostoxx 50 4 072.20           Gold 1912.61

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

-4.66% -7.25% 0.75% 6.17%

SMI 12 001.10         WTI 94.6700

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

-3.11% -9.62% 3.18% 24.43%

S&P 500 4 360.20           VIX 30.32                 

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

-1.38% -10.02% 9.26% 76.07%
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➢ Next bitcoin bull run won’t happen until end 2024, says top crypto exchange co-founder.
Bitcoin may not see a bull market until late 2024 or the beginning of 2025, if past price cycles are any indication, according to the co-
founder of Huobi, one of the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchanges.
Du Jun told CNBC that bitcoin bull markets are closely tied to a process called halving, which occurs every few years.
This relates to so-called miners on the bitcoin network, which run powerful specialized computers to solve complex mathematical puzzles to
validate transactions on the bitcoin network. Miners are rewarded in bitcoin as a result.
Halving is written into bitcoin’s underlying code and cuts in half the reward that so-called miners get for validating transactions on the
cryptocurrency’s network. It occurs roughly every four years.
The last halving took place in May 2020, and in 2021, bitcoin topped an all-time high above $68,000. A similar occurrence happened when
halving took place in 2016. The following year, bitcoin hit what was at the time a record high.
Following both those peaks, bitcoin tumbled. Currently, bitcoin is sat nearly 40% off its record high from November, though it’s still off
some of the lows seen in January. The next halving event is scheduled to take place in 2024.
“If this circle continues, we are now at the early stage of a bear market,” Du said, according to a CNBC translation of his comments in
Mandarin.
“It is really hard to predict exactly because there are so many other factors which can affect the market as well — such as geopolitical issues
including war, or recent Covid, also affect the market,” he said.
“Following this cycle, it won’t be until end of 2024 to beginning of 2025 that we can welcome next bull market on bitcoin.”
The recent price drop in cryptocurrency has got some market participants worried that a so-called “crypto winter,” or an extended period
of bearishness, could be imminent. During such times, bitcoin may trade in a sideways pattern.

➢ Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies sink on mounting Russia-Ukraine tensions.
Digital currencies took a beating Tuesday as geopolitical tensions over Ukraine roiled global markets.
Bitcoin sank as low as $36,370 in early morning trade, its lowest level in more than two weeks. The world’s biggest cryptocurrency was last
trading down 6% in 24 hours to a price of $36,818.
Other digital assets also tumbled, with ether falling 8% and XRP sinking 15%.
Analysts attributed the drop to escalating tensions over the Russia-Ukraine crisis. Russian President Vladimir Putin on Monday ordered
troops into two breakaway regions in eastern Ukraine, moments after declaring them as independent.
The move has fueled fears of a full-blown invasion, sending global stocks sharply lower as traders’ appetite for risk declines.
Bitcoin is often touted by its proponents as a safe haven asset akin to gold, meaning it should offer a store of value in times of uncertainty.
However, the case for bitcoin as a sort of “digital gold” has broken down as more institutional investors have started to trade it, and the
cryptocurrency is becoming more closely aligned with fluctuations in traditional markets like equities.
Bitcoin is now well below the all-time highs above $68,000, which it reached in November 2021, and some investors believe this is as good
as it’s going to get for the cryptocurrency for some time.
Du Jun, co-founder of crypto exchange Huobi, said the next bitcoin bull market is unlikely to take place until 2024 at the earliest, when the
next so-called “halving” event is due to take place.
“Following this cycle, it won’t be until end of 2024 to beginning of 2025 that we can welcome next bull market on bitcoin,” Du said.

The bitcoin halving reduces the rewards that miners of the cryptocurrency get for verifying transactions, effectively squeezing the supply of
new coins in issuance.

Crypto Market Cap: $1,720,997,786,601 Dominance*: BTC: 42.5% ETH: 18.3%
*: Split of crypto usage within the global crypto market cap.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/21/bitcoin-btc-bull-market-may-not-return-until-2024-huobi-co-founder.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/22/crypto-prices-bitcoin-btc-sinks-on-mounting-russia-ukraine-tensions.html
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➢ Chinese cryptocurrency exchange Huobi plans to re-enter U.S. market, but with asset management focus.
Chinese cryptocurrency exchange Huobi is planning to re-enter the U.S. market more than two years after it ceased operations to comply
with regulations, one of the company’s co-founders told CNBC.
But the company might not launch an exchange and instead could focus on other areas such as asset management, after missteps last time
around, according to Du Jun.
“In 2018, we tried to enter the U.S. market, but we quickly withdrew ourselves because we didn’t have a strong commitment to the market
at that time and we didn’t have a good management team in the U.S.,” Du said according to a CNBC translation of his comments in
Mandarin.
“I expect asset management to be a bigger business than exchange, which echoes the traditional finance market as well,” he told CNBC,
adding, “I don’t think exchange is a necessary element for entering the U.S.”
Du did not confirm which business Huobi will launch first in its re-entry to the U.S. A step back into the U.S. market could put Huobi in
competition with companies like Coinbase. Huobi is one of the top 10 biggest cryptocurrency exchanges by trading volume globally,
according to CoinGecko.
Huobi first launched a cryptocurrency exchange business in the U.S. in 2018. The following year, the company said it would freeze U.S. user
accounts and added that it would return to the market in a “more integrated and impactful fashion.”
Huobi Group owns an exchange business and an asset management business called Huobi Tech, which is listed in Hong Kong.
The U.S. push is part of a bigger international expansion plan following several years of tighter crypto regulation in China, the market where
Huobi was founded. Last year, Beijing looked to totally wipe out cryptocurrency mining in China and crack down on loopholes that allowed
Chinese citizens to trade.
By the end of 2021, Huobi retired existing mainland Chinese users’ accounts and picked Singapore for its Asia headquarters.
Du said that Huobi has lost about 30% of its revenue from shutting down users in China. But that has given the company a further impetus
for international expansion. It is exploring setting up a headquarters in Europe, in addition to its U.S. push.
“As for how many resources or staff we will deploy for the international market, we have no other choice but to use our full strength to go
forward in our global strategy,” Du said. “In the past, we would explore a new market and we can always withdraw ourselves if it doesn’t
work out. Now, Huobi has no other choice but to go global.”

Du praised China’s tight regulation on cryptocurrencies because it tackled cases of gambling and money laundering. The Huobi co-founder
said that the regulation protects smaller investors. He said, however, other countries should not follow China’s approach because investors
might be more mature in other markets.
“In China, when people lose in their investment, sometimes extreme people would go jump off the regulator’s building and investors are
less mature. The government took a similar approach for Covid restriction. It has sensed a danger and has taken measures to protect the
safety of the people,” Du said.
“In other regions, we can tell the investors are more mature. They have more experience, and they take responsibility in their investment
decisions and therefore, governments in these markets do not need to take some strict measures.”
Global regulators are considering rules for cryptocurrency, from trading to how they should be taxed. This month, India proposed a 30% tax
on any income from the transfer of digital assets. The U.S. meanwhile is still looking into how to regulate cryptocurrencies.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/22/chinese-cryptocurrency-exchange-huobi-plans-us-re-entry.html
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➢ Bitpanda Exchange Acquires Crypto Custodian Trustology for Undisclosed Amount.
Bitpanda, a cryptocurrency exchange based in Vienna, has acquired U.K.-based digital asset custodian Trustology. The financial terms were
undisclosed but a source close to the deal said the dollar amount was in the eight figures.
Trustology, which won full registration from the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) last October, specializes in decentralized finance
(DeFi) and will be rebranded to “Bitpanda Custody.”
Custody refers to the holding and safekeeping of digital assets, and the firms specializing in those technologies have been a key target for
crypto mergers and acquisitions. PayPal bought Curv last March and Galaxy Digital bought BitGo last May. Meanwhile, standalone custody
firms like Fireblocks are reaching sky-high VC valuations.
Bitpanda became Austria’s first tech unicorn after closing a Series B funding round at $170 million last March; Trustology is the firm’s first
acquisition.
Bitpanda Custody will take custody of Bitpanda’s assets across its retail, institutional and white labelling businesses, Biptpanda said in a
press release.
“Bitpanda Custody is part of our strategy to offer a fully comprehensive set of services to our client base and we can now combine an FCA-
registered, institutional-grade custody solution with a leading trade execution venue,” Joshua Barraclough, the CEO of Bitpanda Pro, said in
a press release.

The crypto exchange recently announced plans to ramp up the number of digital assets made available to its roughly 3 million users. Since
being founded in 2014, Bitpanda has expanded beyond crypto to offer trading in stocks, precious metals and exchange-traded funds (ETF)
through a mobile app.

➢ Tourism in El Salvador up 30% since Bitcoin adoption, minister says.
El Salvador’s adoption of Bitcoin (BTC) as legal tender in September 2021 has triggered a notable surge not only for its gross domestic
product (GDP) but also for the local tourism development.
According to Salvadoran Tourism Minister Morena Valdez, the tourism industry in El Salvador has surged more than 30% since the adoption
of the Bitcoin law in September 2021.
“We did a poll to check the activity according to the before and after of Bitcoin. The tourism sector increased in November and December.
This increased by more than 30%,” Valdez said in an interview with the local news agency El Salvador News English on Monday.
Valdez noted that El Salvador’s Bitcoin adoption has also impacted the flow of tourist visits, increasing the number of tourists coming from
the United States. Prior to the Bitcoin law enactment, the majority of visitors was coming from neighboring countries in the Central
American isthmus. Now, as many as 60% of tourists come from the United States, she said.
The minister added that El Salvador’s tourism growth has exceeded the government’s expectations, reaching 1.4 million visitors instead of
1.1 million tourists.

“We had projected $800,000 in foreign exchange but we obtained more than $1,400 million of income in foreign currency,” Valdez stated.

The news comes shortly after Salvadoran President Nayib Bukele announced that El Salvador’s GDP grew 10.3% in 2021. The country’s
exports, a major driver of economic growth, have also increased 13% year-over-year in January 2022.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/02/22/bitpanda-exchange-acquires-crypto-custodian-trustology-for-undisclosed-amount/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/tourism-in-el-salvador-up-30-since-bitcoin-adoption-minister-says
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➢ Crypto companies are tempting top talent away from Big Tech to build ‘Web3’.
Executives at tech giants like Google, Facebook and Amazon are quitting to take jobs in the buzzy world of crypto.
Blockchain platforms such as Polygon and Circle have hired top talent from Big Tech firms lately, enticing them with the pitch of working on
the next “big thing” in tech — Web 3.0, or Web3.
Ryan Wyatt left YouTube earlier this month to lead a new gaming studio from Polygon. Wyatt had joined the Google-owned video site back
in 2014 to head up a push into video games content and compete more aggressively with Amazon’s Twitch platform.
“When I started at YouTube Gaming almost eight years ago, I was the first person there,” Wyatt told CNBC in an interview. “We didn’t have
a team. People were really starting to show interest in gaming video.”
“I look at this opportunity very much the same way,” he added, describing the current stage of blockchain development as “early” and
“exciting.”
The buzz surrounding Web3 has attracted some of the brightest minds in tech. The Web3 movement proposes overhauling the internet in a
way that would move popular online services over to decentralized technologies like blockchain.
The list of Silicon Valley talent jumping ship for crypto also includes Sherice Torres, the former chief marketing officer of Facebook’s crypto
and payments unit, Novi. She was hired by Circle in January. And Amazon cloud exec Pravjit Tiwana fled to join crypto exchange Gemini as
its chief technology officer.
David Marcus, the former head of Novi, resigned late last year. While he’s yet to unveil his next move, Marcus has been singing the praises
of Web3 on Twitter.
“I’ve never felt this connected to a community of builders like the crypto/web3 one,” Marcus tweeted last month.
Experts say tech executives are being drawn to the burgeoning industry in part due to its rapid growth.
“Naturally, people will want to work on what they view as the most exciting and innovative developments in the technology space, and
currently, that is crypto and Web3,” Alex Bouaziz, CEO and co-founder of payroll software firm Deel, told CNBC.
“Many are seeing it as the future of the tech industry, in the same way that Facebook and Amazon were attractive in the past.”

There’s another thing that’s attracting talent at Big Tech companies to Web3: money.
According to data from Blind, a social network for tech professionals, bitcoin exchange Coinbase offers as much as $900,000 a year for
software engineers.
Investment into crypto companies has surged, meaning they’ve got much more cash to spare on lucrative compensation packages for big
hires. Blockchain start-ups raised a record $25 billion in venture capital last year, according to CB Insight figures.
Tech start-ups also typically let staff own a piece of their company through stock option schemes. With valuations for private crypto
companies soaring, that means early employees could be in line for a big payout in the event of a takeover or initial public offering.
And the trend doesn’t just apply to the U.S.
Recruitment firm Hays says it’s seeing crypto companies target talent from the likes of Facebook, Amazon and Apple in the U.K. and Ireland,
too.
“As more crypto/Web3 companies emerge, we expect the market for tech talent across all levels to become even more competitive,”
James Hallahan, director of U.K. and Ireland for Hays’ technology division, told CNBC.

Web3 is still a loosely defined term. It broadly refers to initiatives aimed at building a decentralized version of the internet based around
crypto networks.
In theory, platforms could reward users for their posts through blockchain-native tokens, flipping the advertising-fueled model of services
like Facebook and YouTube on its head.
But Web3 has drawn criticism from some big names in Silicon Valley. Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey argues it’s too centralized and
controlled by a handful of venture capitalists, while Tesla CEO Elon Musk views it as more of a “marketing buzzword” than reality.
However, Wyatt said that when he started at YouTube, people were skeptical about the idea of watching others playing video games —
even “endemic gamers.” Now, gaming is the second-biggest vertical on YouTube, according to Wyatt.
Similarly, he thinks that some of the backlash against crypto and Web3 will subside as more fleshed-out experiences, like blockbuster video
games and social apps, start to get rolled out.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/23/crypto-companies-tempt-top-talent-away-from-big-tech-to-build-web3.html
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BTC 38 504.84  Weekly Change

Week Low Week High

34 336.27    40 151.12  
0.60%

Circulating Supply

18 967 700.00                                                       

Market Cap

729 737 447 814.00$                                           

 2 614.56    Weekly Change

Week Low Week High

2301.11 2768.85
-1.23%

Circulating Supply

119 722 368.00                                                     

Market Cap

312 974 412 443.00$                                           
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A
❖ Address (Crypto Address): An address is comparable to a bank account number. It is a unique

collection of numbers and letters. This identification code is required to carry out a blockchain

transaction and is unique for each owner. (ie: 1GyWgXtkVG5gsm9Ym1rkHoJHAftmPnTHQj)

❖ Airdrop: An airdrop is a way to distribute coins. End users can generally get coins for free or in

exchange for a small task, such as subscribing to a newsletter, sending a tweet or inviting other

people via a personal affiliate link.

❖ Algorithm: The ‘algorithm’ is a way to solve a task using data processing and calculations. There are

different types of algorithms in use by blockchains.

❖ Altcoin: An altcoin is any cryptocurrency or token created after the Bitcoin was developed.

❖ Anti-Money Laundering (AML): AML is the abbreviation for ‘anti-money laundering’. AML stands

for policy and legislation on money laundering. This prevents illegally acquired funds from being

converted into a legal variant. Within the crypto world, it is no longer unusual for AML techniques

to be used by exchanges and wallets. This term is often used as AML/KYC, where KYC stands for

‘Know your customer’.

❖ APY: APY is short for ‘annual percentage yield’, which is the total return rate that is earned on

an interest-bearing asset or savings account. The compounding interest should be considered when

the APY percentage is projected. An APY of 5% will turn $100 into $105 after exactly one year.

❖ ATH: ATH is the abbreviation of ‘All-Time High’ and means the highest price ever paid for a

particular coin. ATH is also often used to indicate that someone’s total portfolio has reached the

highest value ever.

❖ ATL: ATL stands for ‘all-time-low’ and is the opposite of ATH, or ‘all-time-high’. ATL is used to

indicate that the price of a coin or the entire wallet of a person is at the lowest level ever in

terms of value.

B
❖ Bitcoin (BTC): Bitcoin is the very first, best known and currently the most valuable digital coin.

❖ Bitcoin (unit of Currency): The bitcoin is the very first cryptocurrency invented in 2008 by an

anonymous developer named Satoshi Nakamoto. It can be divided up to 8 digits after the comma.

The smallest one is called a satoshi (0.00000001 BTC).

❖ Blockchain: The blockchain is a technique that makes it possible to safely store data in a

decentralized way. This data can be money, but it could be other data as well.
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❖ Bot: A ‘bot’ is an autonomous program on a network, such as the Internet, that can interact with

systems or users. It is often designed to automate certain manual tasks. Bots are often used in

Telegram chat groups to prevent spam.

C
❖ CBDC: CBDC stands for ‘Central bank digital currency’ and is the fully digital form of fiat money.

Unlike at Bitcoin, this type of currency would be created by a centralized authority like a central

bank or a monetary authority. It might or might not have a distributed ledger. Each central bank in

the world can have a custom implementation. Currently, it is still in test phase or just a concept on

paper.

❖ Centralized: Centralized means that one organization has control. For example, governments and

companies are centralized. The opposite of centralized is decentralized, such as the Internet and the

blockchain.

❖ Coin: A Coin is the umbrella term for cryptocurrencies and tokens.

❖ Cold Storage: Cold storage refers to storing cryptocurrency on a place where the private key cannot

be accessed via the internet. This can be done on a hardware wallet, paper wallet or software wallet

in an offline environment.

❖ Cold Wallet: A cold wallet is a wallet for storing cryptocurrency where the private key is not

exposed to the Internet.

❖ Cryptocurrency: A cryptocurrency, also known as ‘crypto’, is a type of currency that is transferred

via a blockchain. It uses strong cryptography to secure the transactions, that usually have value.

While traditional fiat currencies are subject to counterfeiting, this is not possible in a

cryptocurrency. Bitcoin is still the most valuable cryptocurrency.

D
❖ DAO: DAO is an abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Autonomous Organization’. This is an organization

that runs automatically on itself without any human interventions. The work is automatically

executed through Smart contracts.

❖ DeFi: DeFi is the abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Finance’. It can be defined as a new financial

ecosystem consisting of various financial tools, apps and services utilizing blockchain technology. It’s

an umbrella term for all these projects combined and is growing daily. Examples of DeFi functionality

are banking services in the form of stablecoins, decentralized exchanges, derivatives, prediction

markets, or lending and borrowing systems. The last one can be either peer-to-peer or with a pool.

It is a combination of replicating products and services in the traditional finance industry as well as

innovative new ones only possible with blockchain technology.
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❖ DEX: A DEX is short for Decentralized Exchange. This is an exchange where people can trade

cryptocurrencies and tokens without the need of a middleman. It is usually run by code in a ‘smart

contract’. The transactions are generally written to the blockchain, which makes a DEX by default

slower than a centralized exchange that uses fast databases. The main benefit of a DEX is that

nobody, but yourself, holds the private key to the funds. Even though a DEX will not have a

middleman regarding the trades, the exchange and the website are centrally managed. Therefore, it’s

not 100% decentralized in fact. The level of decentralization differs per DEX. Use the filters in this

list with exchanges to find each DEX.

E
❖ ERC-20: ERC20 coins are all tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. These coins are also supported by

most Ethereum wallets.

❖ ETF: ETF is an abbreviation for ‘Exchange-Traded-Fund’ or a listed fund on a stock exchange. This is

a tradable product (security) that follows the price of an underlying asset. Examples are an equity

index, a basket of certain securities, bonds and commodities. There are several applications for a

Bitcoin ETF, but none of these has yet been approved by the SEC in the United States of America.

❖ Ethereum: Ethereum (ETH) is consists of one blockchain where both its own transactions (Ether)

and those of numerous other coins (tokens) are recorded. Ethereum distinctive feature is the so-

called “smart contract”. The programming language of Ethereum is written in such a way that

programmers can write their own programs based on the Ethereum blockchain.

F
❖ Fiat Currency: Fiat currency or also simply called fiat is money issued by a government or

organizations that can issue it, like banks for example. It doesn’t have any value by itself and is for

decades not backed by gold anymore either. It instead remains value based on the trust of the

people. Once the trust goes away it will decrease in value and could eventually cause hyperinflation.

❖ Fully Diluted: Fully Diluted in crypto refers to fully diluted market cap. This is the market cap of

a coin based on its total supply instead of the circulating supply. This is an important metric for

investors to compare coins and help with the decision if it’s overvalued or undervalued.

H
❖ HODL: HODL is the wrong spelling of ‘hold’. This spelling mistake was once made by someone

accidentally or intentionally on a forum. Since then, this term has been used to indicate that you

keep or should be holding your position.
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I
❖ ICO: An ‘initial coin offering’ (ICO) can be compared a bit with an IPO. Investors get an

opportunity to invest in a certain coin for the first time. The difference with the stock market

however is that a company must meet all kinds of requirements before the IPO can take place. The

market of ICO’s is much less regulated. Therefore, it happens more often that an ICO is fraudulent.

❖ Interoperability: The term interoperability in crypto refers to blockchain interoperability. In short,

this means the ability to share information between different blockchains. Since the launch of

Bitcoin, a lot of new blockchains have emerged of which the most well known Ethereum. All these

new blockchains are in a way competing to get adoption by developers and users and results in a lot

of silos. Since each blockchain usually has its own speciality, it would make sense for developers to

utilize more than one blockchain. For this to work there is a need for the interoperability and

several projects are working on this.

K
❖ Key Pairs: A key pair is the combination of a public and private key together. During the process

of creating a wallet, a pair of keys is generated. The private key is the most important one and

should be backed up safely and not shared with anyone.

❖ KYC: KYC is an abbreviation for ‘Know Your Customer’ and was created to combat money

laundering via cryptocurrencies. At almost every ICO it is mandatory to prove that you are who you

say you are. This is also regularly requested at crypto exchanges.

M
❖ Masternode: A masternode is a server, ran from home or in a data center, that has an essential

role in a decentralized network. It usually performs specific tasks, like storing files or data and

keeping it accessible in the network. It could also function to validate the transaction or for

consensus purposes like voting on proposals. The technical (memory, CPU, etc.) and financial criteria

(number of coins needed) are different for each coin. If the masternode you set up does not

perform well it’s possible to lose your coins if those are meant as collateral. The rewards could also

just stop and then you can just start over again. A masternode usually gives a high reward that’s

paid out in the coin itself.

❖ Maximum Supply: This is the maximum number of coins that will exist for a token or

cryptocurrency. If there is a max supply defined, no more coins can be created. ‘Burned’ coins are

part of this supply, so therefore it is always larger than or equal to the total supply.

For Bitcoin, the maximum is set to 21 million.

❖ Mining: Mining is also known as ‘Cryptocurrency mining’ or ‘Cryptomining’. It is a process where

blocks are added to a blockchain by solving a mathematical puzzle. The block can also contain

transactions on that blockchain and will then become verified and immutable. Depending on the

blockchain, mining can be done with a CPU, GPU, specialized hardware or a combination of all.
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❖ NFT: NFT is the abbreviation of non-fungible token. This is a type of token representing a unique

asset. These can be either digital or represent real-world assets. Examples are a sword in a game or

ownership of a piece of land. NFT’s are generally scarce, unique and indivisible. The Ethereum

blockchain makes it easy to create NFT’s with it’s ERC-721 and ERC-1155 standards.

O
❖ ODN: ODN is the abbreviation of ‘OriginTrail Decentralized Network’. This is an open-source and

permissionless network that relies on an off-chain technology stack consisting of several inter-related

layers. It is a decentralized network of data providers, data creators, data holders, and data viewers.

The glue between all entities is the ERC-20 based Trace Token (TRAC). This is used as a collateral

stake to keep data holders honest and for payments to compensate the data holders for providing

their resources.

P
❖ Paper Wallet: A paper wallet is an alternative to a hardware or software wallet. It is a piece of

paper or a PDF containing the information to access the cryptocurrency in that wallet. It normally

consists of a ‘public key’ and a ‘private key’.

❖ Permissioned Blockchain/ledger: Anyone can mine Bitcoins because it is a public blockchain. This is

not the case with a permissioned blockchain. There is a layer above it that determines which entity

can write transactions in a block. The XRP coin from the company Ripple Labs is an example of such

a blockchain and has CGI, MIT and Microsoft as approved entities for example. These are called

“transaction validators”.

❖ PoA (Proof of Authority): PoA stands for ‘Proof of Authority’. This is a validation method to

process transactions and blocks in a blockchain only by approved accounts. These are known as

‘validators’ and run specific software to store the transactions in blocks. Since the identity is linked

to the system, it can contribute to more trust.

❖ Private Key: A private key in the crypto space can be defined as the combination of letters and

numbers that corresponds to a specific public key. The private key can be used to gain access to the

assets on that public key, also known as the wallet address. Once you share your private key with

somebody, store it on your computer in plain text or type it in a website or app, you risk losing all

your funds stored on its a corresponding public address.

❖ Public Key: A public key in the crypto space can be defined as a combination of letters and

numbers and forms the address to which the cryptocurrencies or tokens can be sent to. Everybody

who knows the public key of somebody can see the assets stored on that address. Only the owner

of the corresponding private key can send those assets out.
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Q
❖ QR Code: A QR code is a type of barcode in the form of a square. The letters QR stand for ‘Quick

Response’. The code contains many dots, a few small squares and sometimes a small logo in the

middle. This is different from most other barcode types, which are rectangular with lines. A QR

code can therefore contain much more information. Within the crypto world, it is often used to

make a ‘wallet’ address scannable. This speeds up the process of transferring crypto and prevents

errors.

S
❖ Satoshi Nakamoto: Satoshi Nakamoto is the alias of the creator of Bitcoin, who wants to remain

anonymous. Nobody knows who it is. It could be a person, a group, a company or even a

government. It is quite likely that it is a person because there are people who have communicated

with him or her via e-mail.

❖ SEC: SEC is the abbreviation of ‘Securities and Exchange Commission’. This is an independent

government organization of the United States of America. The SEC holds the primary responsibility

regarding the financial markets. They enforce the federal securities laws, propose new rules and

regulate the US financial markets.

❖ Stablecoin: Stablecoins are tokens or cryptocurrencies attempting to have a minimized volatility of

its price. It usually tries to keep a stable price of a related asset like USD for example. It can be

backed by the related asset or replicated using smart contracts. Stablecoins are usually pegged to

fiat money, but it’s also possible to be pegged to precious metals like gold or silver, or even other

assets. It enables an easily accessible way to store crypto wealth, temporarily, in a more stable asset

during market volatility instead of using the traditional financial ecosystem. Fiat withdrawals can

take a few days and could be costly as well.

T
❖ Tether: The Tether is often abbreviated as USDT on exchanges. This is a non-government regulated

‘stablecoin’ with a value of around 1 US dollar. The company behind this coin claims that every

Tether in circulation is covered with real dollars on their bank account.

❖ Total Supply: The ‘total supply’ indicates the number of coins already in circulation, supplemented

with the coins that are not tradable yet. So, it only applies to coins already in existence. This is

different from the ‘max supply’, in which future coins are included. The total supply is greater than

or equal to the ‘circulating’ supply’. It can consist of tradable and non-tradable coins, such as

reserved or not yet released coins for the team or investors.

❖ Transaction Fee: The ‘transaction fee’ is the amount that must be paid to execute transactions on

the Blockchain. This fee is usually paid to the ‘Miners’, but sometimes they are burned. There are

also several cryptocurrencies, where you don’t have to pay a fee.
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W
❖ Wallet: A ‘wallet’ is a place to store cryptocurrencies encrypted. There are several variants, such as

a paper wallet, hardware wallet or software wallet. Each coin has one or more supported wallets.

❖ Whale: A ‘whale’ is someone with a very large position in a coin.

❖ Whitepaper: A ‘whitepaper’ is a document that is almost always written for the launch of a new

coin through an ICO. All aspects of a coin should be explained here: how it is used, for what and

sometimes also the price expectation. After the ICO new versions can be released if the situation

changes.

Y
❖ Yield Farming: Yield farming is the process of generating the most returns possible on your crypto

assets by putting them to work. Within the crypto space, DeFi has taken on a big role and services

inside this space are making yield farming possible. There are nowadays ways to move your crypto

assets to pools to gain interest on those assets giving it an annual percentage yield (APY). Just

buying crypto-assets and holding them in your wallet, won’t generate any yield, but lending them

out with DeFi services like, Compound, for example, does make this possible. A term closely related

to yield farming is liquidity mining.


